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At least since Locke, philosophers and psychologists
have usually held that concepts arise out of sensory
perceptions, thoughts are built from concepts, and
language enables speakers to convey their thoughts to
hearers. Christopher Gauker holds that this tradition is
mistaken about both concepts and language. The mind
cannot abstract the building blocks of thoughts from
perceptual representations. More generally, we have no
account of the origin of concepts that grants them the
requisite independence from language. Gauker's
alternative is to show that much of cognition consists in
thinking by means of mental imagery, without the help of
concepts, and that language is a tool by which
interlocutors coordinate their actions in pursuit of shared
goals. Imagistic cognition supports the acquisition and
use of this tool, and when the use of this tool is
internalized, it becomes the very medium of conceptual
thought.
Cynicism is popular because it stimulates the brain
chemicals that make you feel good. It stimulates
dopamine by making the world feel predictable. It
triggers serotonin by making you feel superior to "the
jerks." It triggers oxytocin by telling you who to trust. You
pay a high price for these moments, unfortunately,
because cynicism keeps you focused on problems
instead of opportunities. Here is a way to PARE your
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cynicism with Personal Agency and Realistic
Expectations. Here are 3-minute exercises that will build
new thought habits in six weeks. Even if you're
surrounded by a chorus of negativity, you can transcend
cynicism and stimulate happy chemicals in new ways.
The Science of Positivity teaches you how cynical
thought habits are formed, and how you can rewire
yourself to go beyond them.
Mammals seek dominance because it stimulates their
happy chemicals. An appetite for status develops as
naturally as the appetite for food and sex. Status
hierarchies emerge spontaneously as each individual
strives to meet their needs and avoid harm. You would
never think this way in words, but your mammal brain
uses neurochemicals instead of words. When you
understand the private lives of animals, your
neurochemical ups and downs make sense. You have
inherited the operating system that helped mammals
thrive for millions of years. Nothing is wrong with us. We
are mammals. You may say you're "against status." But
if you filled a room with people who said they were antistatus, a hierarchy would soon form based on how antistatus they are. That's what mammals do. Our
neurochemical ups and downs make sense when you
look at the private lives of animals. The field notes of a
primatologist are eerily similar to the lyrics of a country
western song. A biology textbook resembles a soap
opera script. The mammal brain cannot put its reactions
into words, so the human cortex struggles to make sense
of the limbic system it's attached to. We can finally make
sense of our hybrid brain thanks to an accumulation of
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research in animal science and neuroscience. The
frustrations of social hierarchies are not caused by "our
society." We are simply heirs to the brain that helped
mammals thrive for two hundred million years. It's not
easy being human with a mammalian operating system.
But when you understand the neurochemistry of
mammals, you can stop focusing on our flaws and simply
celebrate how well we do with the mental equipment
we've got. Mammals live in groups for protection from
predators, but group life can be frustrating. Some herd
mates always seem to get the best mating opportunities
and foraging spots. Fortunately, the mammal brain
evolved to handle this. It releases stress chemicals when
a mammal needs to hold back to avoid conflict. And it
emits happy chemicals- serotonin, dopamine, oxytocin
and endorphins, when a mammal sees a way to forge
ahead and meet its needs.
***70 INCREDIBLE MAMMAL DOODLES AS A GREAT
GIFT ***Are you ready to relieve stress and get creative?
Our Coloring Books for Adults: Dangerous Mammals: 70
Incredible Mammal Doodles for Coloring Enjoyment and
Stress Relief is just what you need. You'll benefit by
reducing your stress and anxiety after a long, hard day.
Coloring has also been shown to increase your creativity.
How does coloring help stress for adults? It's been
scientifically proven to help you take your attention away
from your problems. This is the first step to stress relief.
Because coloring regulates your amygdala, you get
therapeutic relief from stress. You get a small dose of
dopamine when you color which helps reduce anxiety
and fear. Neuroscience has proven that when we
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stimulate this area of our brain to produce positive
feelings, it can literally rewire our brains. Coloring can
now be thought of as a very inexpensive and creative
therapy session. Since it requires focus, even if you only
color for a short period of time, it can improve symptoms
associated with ADD. Why choose this coloring book?
This book provides 70 patterns to provide you with the
ultimate coloring experience. You get to be creative and
be transported back in time to your carefree childhood
days. It's time to unwind with one of the most popular
relaxation methods available: adult coloring. Find out for
yourself just why adult coloring has become amazingly
popular. Choose the best picture that suits your day and
start coloring. Our digital version means that you can
print out high quality digital images and color until your
heart's content!
I was politically correct for decades. Then one day I
caught myself lying about a simple fact to make it sound
more politically correct. It happened while I was lecturing
to 150 students. I froze. Enough! In that moment, I
decided to take back my brain. It cost me, but it had
benefits too. Here is the story of how I came to question
my political correctness, and how I learned to feel good
and be good without it. You can too!
Tricky trivia to challenge you and your friends. Humans
may be at the top of the food chain, but are you top of
the class when it comes to the animal kingdom? Is a
Camel a Mammal? will take your brain on safari with our
wild selection of quizzes, graded by difficulty for easy
reference. From the armadillo to the zebra, from the
desert to the jungle, explore the planet's creatures, the
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creepy crawlies as well as the cute and cuddly and test
your knowledge. Your family will go ape for the gorgeous
graphics, while the fun quiz format will introduce you to a
whole pack of jaw-dropping facts.
A powerful workshop-in-a-book for healing from loss One day
everything is fine. The next, you find yourself without
everything you took for granted. Love has turned sour. The
people you depended on have let you down. You feel you’ll
never love again. But there is a way out. In The
Abandonment Recovery Workbook, the only book of its kind,
psychotherapist and abandonment expert Susan Anderson
explores the seemingly endless pain of heartbreak and shows
readers how to break free—whether the heartbreak comes
from a divorce, a breakup, a death, or the loss of friendship,
health, a job, or a dream. From the first shock of despair
through the waves of hopelessness to the tentative efforts to
make new connections, The Abandonment Recovery
Workbook provides an itinerary for recovery. A manual for
individuals or support groups, it includes exercises that the
author has tested and developed through her decades of
expertise in abandonment recovery. Anderson provides
concrete recovery tools and exercises to discover and heal
underlying issues, identify self-defeating behaviors of mistrust
and insecurity, and build self-esteem. Guiding you through
the five stages of your journey—shattering, withdrawal,
internalizing, rage, and lifting—this book (a new edition of
Anderson’s Journey from Heartbreak to Connection) serves
as a source of strength. You will come away with a new
sense of self—a self with an increased capacity to love. Praise
for Susan Anderson’s The Journey from Abandonment to
Healing: “If there can be a pill to cure the heartbreak of
rejection, this book may be it.” — Rabbi Harold Kushner,
bestselling author of When Bad Things Happen to Good
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People
You have power over your emotions.It's limited, so you need
to understand your power.Here is a simple explanation of the
chemicals that make us feel good: dopamine, serotonin,
oxytocin, and endorphin. You'll find out what turns them on in
animals, and how you manage them with the animal part of
your brain. Then you'll learn to rewire your happy chemicals
by feeding your brain new inputs in a new way. We'll do the
same for the unhappy chemical, cortisol, too.It's a step-bystep method with no jargon, based on the work of the Inner
Mammal Institute. A more complete presentation of the
science is in the companion book, Habits of a Happy Brain:
Retrain your brain to boost your serotonin, dopamine,
oxytocin and endorphin levels.With one lesson a day for
fourteen days, you will discover your power over your happy
brain chemicals. This is not a checklist of activities. It's a
guide to the way your brain got wired long ago, and the way
to add on new wiring. We humans get wired by early
experience, so we all need updates. You can learn to blaze a
new trail through your jungle of neurons to reach your happy
chemicals in natural, healthy ways.Realistic expectations are
the key. Our happy chemicals are not designed to flow all the
time for no reason. They evolved to reward you for taking a
step that meets your needs. Our brain defines "needs" in a
quirky way, alas. You will learn about these quirks so you can
design realistic steps toward your happy chemicals.You
cannot rewire your whole brain in 14 days. You can build one
new neural pathway at a time. You will learn to target the new
pathway you want and the steps that will build it. It will build
with repetition, so you will flow there as smoothly as you now
flow into your old happy-chemical pathways. You can replace
an unsustainable habit with a new habit designed by you.
You'll be glad you did!
Aimed at advanced undergraduate and graduate students,
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this textbook describes some of the basic principles affecting
brain evolution. The author refers to data from a wide array of
vertebrates while minimizing technical jargon. Particular
attention has been paid to the ways in which changes in brain
structure impact function and behavior. The volume
concludes with a discussion on how mammal brains diverged
from other brains and how Homo sapiens evolved a very
large and special brain.
When Admiral Skink, an alien-lizard warlord from the planet
Swerdlix, is attacked by The Hideous and Unimaginably Vast
Comet Creature of Poppledock he faces a certain death… but
luckily his underlings have installed the BrainTwizzler 360
Mind Migration SystemTM. This nifty invention safely
transfers Skink's mind on to a memory wafer and jettisons it
through space to find a suitable temporary "home" until he
can be rescued by his fellow Swerdlixians. Unluckily for
eleven-year-old Lance Spratley it just so happens that the
temporary home for Admiral Skink's mind is his body! And
while Skink deals with being trapped in Lance's useless body
- it can't even breathe fire! - Lance is transferred to a virtual
waiting room surrounded by the lizard race who seem intent
on destroying Earth when they have successfully retrieved
Skink.Will Lance ever get his body back? And even if he does
will he be able to thwart Admiral Skink and the Swerdlixians
plans to invade Earth…
Nothing is wrong with you. Your brain is doing the job it
evolved for: promoting your survival. It defines survival in a
quirky way, alas, but you have the power to rewire it. This
book helps you wire in a safety circuit to replace that old
anxiety circuit. You can stop living with that siren blast of
cortisol and enjoy serotonin, dopamine, and oxytocin instead.
Banish bad habits for good and transform your life with this
ground-breaking new book from neuroscientist and
behavioural coach Dr Gabija Toleikyte. Most of us want to
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change something about ourselves - our stress levels, weight,
relationships, or our performance at work. Change is hard
and emotional but it’s not as tough as you think. In this lifechanging book, Gabija takes us on an eye-opening journey
through the extraordinary human brain, explaining the
science behind what makes us tick. With practical tools and
simple tips, Gabija shows how you can make change happen,
including: - What the brain needs to create new habits - The
eight types of emotion and how to take control of them - The
magical power of motivation and how to boost it - Simple
ways to improve productivity - The secret to strengthening
relationships Inspiring and enlightening, Why the F*ck Can’t I
Change uses neuroscience and behavioural analysis to show
you how you can train your brain to make change last. What
readers are saying ‘Amazing! I adore this book…I cannot
express how much everyone should read this…insightful and
empowering’ NetGalley reviewer ‘It opened my mind in
every aspect possible…A game-changer … I'm a new person
after reading this book… I want to thank Gabija for writing this
book the way she did, you helped me overcome everything I
was afraid of’ Milo’s Library ‘I highlighted entire pages…I will
absolutely be returning to this book again and again for
advice’ Mama’s Book Ramblins’ ‘A fascinating book. When
a neuroscientist starts explaining to you in layman terms how
your brain works…you sit up and take note.’ A Good Book 'n a
Brew ‘A fabulous book that everyone should read! Our minds
are often our own worst enemy and it can be difficult to
understand just why we think the way we do… A must have
book to support mental health.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘it really
highlighted to me just how much my brain really puts a barrier
between myself and my goals…an eye-opening experience’
Goodreads reviewer ‘I would recommend this to anyone who
is struggling, feels stuck, or who wants to create better habits
and results!’ Goodreads reviewer
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The human brain is the command center for the human
nervous system. It receives input from the sensory organs
and sends output to the muscles. The human brain has the
same basic structure as other mammal brains, but is larger in
relation to body size than any other brains. With a smarter
brain, there are all-round cognitive benefits for attentional
focus and grit, problem solving efficiency, learning capacity
and memory - much like there are all-round physical benefits
to being in good shape physically. Having a higher IQ also
directly improves health and life-expectancy!

Witness the dramatic unfolding of the human form in
all its potential. Join John E. Upledger, D.O., O.M.M.,
as he takes you from the union of sperm and egg
through the development of the complex circuitry
that makes up the human brain. You'll learn about
birth, growth, function and dysfunction, and how all
these aspects influence physical, mental, and
emotional well-being. For easy reference, he also
maps out the central nervous system and the
functions of all its parts. You'll discover problems that
can alter brain and spinal cord development in each
of the first eight weeks of pregnancy, and then
monthly right through delivery. A Brain Is Born
details some of the insults and injuries that can affect
the newborn and commonsense ways to avoid them.
Perhaps most importantly, he provides an outline of
simple physical tests that can help determine the
status of a baby's nervous system, including a stepby-step process for treating potential problems
through the use of CranioSacral Therapy and related
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therapeutic approaches. This breakthrough book
empowers parents with knowledge to help them
make practical decisions concerning the health of
their children.
Are you ready to relieve stress and get creative? Our
Dangerous Mammals: 70 Incredible Mammal
Patterns for Enjoyment and Stress Relief is just what
you need. You'll benefit by reducing your stress and
anxiety after a long, hard day. Coloring has also
been shown to increase your creativity. How does
coloring help stress for adults? It's been scientifically
proven to help you take your attention away from
your problems. This is the first step to stress relief.
Because coloring regulates your amygdala, you get
therapeutic relief from stress. You get a small dose
of dopamine when you color which helps reduce
anxiety and fear. Neuroscience has proven that
when we stimulate this area of our brain to produce
positive feelings, it can literally rewire our brains.
Coloring can now be thought of as a very
inexpensive and creative therapy session. Since it
requires focus, even if you only color for a short
period of time, it can improve symptoms associated
with ADD. Why choose this coloring book? This book
provides 70 patterns to provide you with the ultimate
coloring experience. You get to be creative and be
transported back in time to your carefree childhood
days. It's time to unwind with one of the most popular
relaxation methods available: adult coloring. Find out
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for yourself just why adult coloring has become
amazingly popular. Choose the best picture that
suits your day and start coloring. Our digital version
means that you can print out high quality digital
images and color until your heart's content!
The brilliant quiz book for clever kids - answer the
questions correctly on your favourite subjects to test
if you're a general knowledge genius. Children won't
be able to resist the General Knowledge Genius
brain-busting challenge. For every topic, pages are
packed with eye-popping pictures - but do you know
what they show? To help you, "Test Yourself" panels
list what you're looking for. With three levels of
difficulty, the challenge gets harder as you work your
way from Starter, to Challenger, and finally the truly
tricky Genius category. If you need it, there's a fun
fact with every picture to give a helpful clue. With
more than 60 topics, from across the encyclopedia,
there's something for everyone. Can you name the
most famous rivers worldwide? Do you know your
cranium from your clavicle, or do you need to bone
up on the parts of the human skeleton? Are you a
demon on dinosaurs, and able to spot the difference
between an archaeopteryx and an allosaurus?
Perhaps you're a brain box and can do all of this
standing on your head? You can! Then what are you
waiting for? Open the pages of General Knowledge
Genius to find out what you know, and challenge
yourself to learn even more!
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Offers simple activities that help you understand the
roles of your "happy chemicals"--serotonin,
dopamine, oxytocin, and endorphins. You'll also
learn how to build new habits by rerouting the
electricity in your brain to flow down a new pathway,
making it even easier to trigger these happy
chemicals and increase feelings of satisfaction when
you need them most.
I, MammalWhy Your Brain Links Status and
Happiness
Work out what kind of birth you really want, and
learn how to maximise your chances of getting it, in
this refreshing, warm and witty guide to pregnancy,
birth and the early weeks. Packed with vital and
cutting-edge information on everything from building
the ultimate birth plan, to your choices and rights in
the birth room; from optimal cord clamping, to
seeding the microbiome; from the inside track on
breastfeeding, to woman-centred caesarean, The
Positive Birth Book shows you how to have the best
possible birth, regardless of whether you plan to
have your baby in hospital, in the birth centre, at
home or by elective caesarean. Find out how the
environment you give birth in, your mindset and your
expectations can influence the kind of birth you
have, and be inspired by the voices of real women,
who tell you the truth about what giving birth really
feels like. Challenging negativity and fear of
childbirth, and brimming with everything you need to
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know about labour, birth, and the early days of
parenting, The Positive Birth Book is the must-have
birth book for women of the 21st century.
Design for Emotion introduces you to the why, what,
when, where and how of designing for emotion.
Improve user connection, satisfaction and loyalty by
incorporating emotion and personality into your
design process. The conscious and unconscious
origins of emotions are explained, while real-world
examples show how the design you create affects
the emotions of your users. This isn’t just another
design theory book – it’s imminently practical.
Design for Emotion introduces the A.C.T. Model
(Attract/Converse/Transact) a tool for helping
designers create designs that intentionally trigger
emotional responses. This book offers a way to
harness emotions for improving the design of
products, interfaces and applications while also
enhancing learning and information processing.
Design for Emotion will help your designs grab
attention and communicate your message more
powerfully, to more people. Explains the relationship
between emotions and product personalities Details
the most important dimensions of a product's
personality Examines models for understanding
users' relationships with products Explores how to
intentionally design product personalities Provides
extensive examples from the worlds of product, web
and application design Includes a simple and
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effective model for creating more emotional designs
Rewire your brain to avoid the trap of comparison and statusseeking to achieve more contentment and satisfaction from
life People care about status despite their best intentions
because our brains are inherited from animals who cared
about status. The survival value of status in the state of
nature helps us understand our intense emotions about
status today. Beneath your verbal brain, you have the brain
common to all mammals. It rewards you with pleasure
hormones when you see yourself in a position of strength,
and it alarms you with stress hormones when you see
yourself in a position of weakness. But constant striving for
status can be anxiety-provoking and joy-stealing. Nothing
feels like enough to our mammal brain. It releases those
stress chemicals when you think others are ahead of you.
Here, Loretta Breuning shines a light on the brain processes
that encourage us to seek higher status. She teaches us how
to rewire those connections for more contentment and less
stress. No more worrying about keeping up with the Joneses.
Your new way of thinking will blaze new trails to your happy
hormones and you will RELAX.
The human brain is extraordinary. It is the body’s control
centre. We must know how neurons work, how the brain
develops, how it controls movement and perceives the
senses, what happens during sleep, and how language,
learning, and memory are developed. Technology is finally
unlocking the secrets of the brain. It is explaining why we
behave the way we do. It is helping experts develop new
methods and machines to boost our brain power and it is
revealing the unique capabilities we all have inside our
heads. The human brain is the command centre for the
human nervous system. It receives signals from the body's
sensory organs and outputs information to the muscles. The
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human brain has the same basic structure as other mammal
brains but is larger in relation to body size than any other
brains. There are about 100 billion tiny cells in your brain
called ‘neurons’. There are so many that it would take you
over 3,000 years to count them all. Around 77% of your brain
is just water and it stops growing when you are around 25,
but that doesn’t mean that you have reached your intellectual
peak. The adult human brain weighs about 3 pounds
(1,350g). It is about 2% of the total body weight and it is the
last part of your body to die. Lively and information packed,
51 Must Know Facts about Brain is a must read for you to
know each and every important fact about the brain.
The human brain is the command center for the human
nervous system. It receives signals from the body's sensory
organs and outputs information to the muscles. The human
brain has the same basic structure as other mammal brains
but is larger in relation to body size than any other
brains.Facts about the human brain-The human brain is the
largest brain of all vertebrates relative to body size.-It weighs
about 3.3 lbs. (1.5 kilograms).-The average male has a brain
volume of 1,274 cubic centimeters.-The average female brain
has a volume of 1,131 cm3.-The brain makes up about 2
percent of a human's body weight.-The cerebrum makes up
85 percent of the brain's weight.-It contains about 86 billion
nerve cells (neurons) the "gray matter."-It contains billions of
nerve fibers (axons and dendrites) the "white matter."-These
neurons are connected by trillions of connections, or
synapses.Master your mental strength revolutionary new
strategies that work for everyone for Transformation1.Don't
waste time feeling sorry for yourself2.Don't give away your
power3.Don't shy away from change4.Don't focus on things
you can't control5.Don't worry about pleasing
everyone6.Don't fear taking calculated risks7.Don't dwell on
the past8.Don't make the same mistakes over and
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over9.Don't resent other people's success10.Don't give up
after the first failure11.Don't fear alone time12.Don't feel the
world owes you anything13.Don't expect immediate result
Do you like your word search puzzles with a little extra
pizzazz? Well, look no further! The 75 puzzles in this book
were specially created to baffle and bemuse your brain! After
warming up with a few traditional word searches, you'll then
be hit in the head with missing clues or no clues; scrambled
clues; coded clues; answers spelled out in circles instead of
straight lines; extra hidden words; and more. It’s like solving
a puzzle before getting to the puzzle.
Intended for the general reader as well as specialists, this
book presents a fascinating new theory that posits three
major brain types created by sex hormones before birthPolytropic, Middle, and Focal. A brief scientific background is
given first, and then the theory is illustrated with vivid
anecdotes about real cases. The author argues persuasively
(and sometimes startlingly) that brain types influence many
human traits and differences, such as personality, special
skills, learning disabilities, and a whole host of medical
conditions. This unique approach promises new (and
practical) insights into such puzzling issues as hyperactivity,
autism, nicotine addiction, cancer, Alzheimer's disease, and
dyslexia. Read this book to find out which kind of "zebra
brain" you have and discover unique insights into you and
everyone you know. For more information, please visit
www.zebrabrain.net and www.neuroscene.com
Tricky trivia to challenge you and your friends Humans may
be at the top of the food chain, but are you top of the class
when it comes to the animal kingdom? Is a Camel a
Mammal? will take your brain on safari with our wild selection
of quizzes, graded by difficulty for easy reference. From the
armadillo to the zebra, from the desert to the jungle, explore
the planet's creatures, the creepy crawlies as well as the cute
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and cuddly and test your knowledge. Your family will go ape
for the gorgeous graphics, while the fun quiz format will
introduce you to a whole pack of jaw-dropping facts.
The "happy chemicals" are controlled by tiny brain structures
that all mammals have in common. Your brain rewards you
with good feelings when you do something good for your
survival. But we struggle to make sense of our neurochemical
ups and downs, and can trigger vicious cycles such as
alcohol, junk food, risk-taking. Learn how to make real-world
choices that will help you break the cycles.

Will Power and Win Process -Deal As Rising star
When you think about choices, chances, and
challenges, you become a positive rising star in your
field. Whatever you may choose, it reflects on the
changes and challenges. Don’t chase people
around you, be yourself, do your own thing and work
hard. Once you choose the right direction, you can
reach great heights and you will win as rising star.
By projecting ourselves too much, we are definitely
rejecting. Moreover, project yourself only when it
needs. The struggle you are in today is developing
the strength you need for tomorrow. Don’t lose your
will power until you win. To be successful in life, we
have to go through so much of pain. Don’t delay
anything and don’t fear anything, you will reach your
destination. Nobody can stop it. Keep all those who
truly love you, inspire you; enhance you and who
feel happy about you becoming a rising star. This
book serves as a winning formula in all aspects and
tells you how to become a successful man with
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innovative ideas.
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It
allows you to have the essential ideas of a big book
in less than 30 minutes. As you read this summary,
you will discover that man is not as free as he thinks
he is. You will also discover : that man is above all a
mammal; what are the different types of "happiness"
hormones; why the brain creates dissatisfaction; the
importance of the group; the vicious circle of
happiness; how the brain wires itself; how to create
new habits for each hormone; how to overcome
obstacles to happiness; how to use the tools you
already have. Man's cortex, of which he takes just
pride, does not allow him to be as independent as he
would like to be. A whole automatic unconscious
system acts behind the scenes to determine his
behavior. This complex system largely determines
the satisfaction that the individual can have with his
life, but it can be consciously modified.
Understanding how the brain works allows us to
adjust our goals and increase our happiness tenfold,
by establishing appropriate habits. The human brain
is subject to hormones that are largely determined
by old unconscious circuits, but which
psychologically translate into happiness or
unhappiness. However, by using determination and
concentration, man has the possibility to change
these ancestral habits and achieve greater
happiness within 45 days; here is how. *Buy now the
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summary of this book for the modest price of a cup
of coffee!
People try to dominate others because the brain
rewards you with happy chemicals when you do that.
Our happy chemicals are inherited from earlier
mammals. They reward you for behaviors that
promote survival in the state of nature. Humans have
always struggled to manage these impulses. Here's
the history of today's struggle that you haven't heard.
Anxiety is natural. Calm is learned. If you didn’t
learn yesterday, you can learn today. It’s not easy,
of course. Once your natural alarm system is
triggered, it’s hard to find the off switch. Indeed, you
don’t have an off switch until you build one. Tame
Your Anxiety shows you how. Readers learn about
the brain chemicals that make us feel threatened
and the chemicals that make us feel safe. You’ll see
how your brain turns on these chemicals with neural
pathways built from past experience, and, most
important, you discover your power to build new
pathways, to enjoy more happy chemicals, and
reduce threat chemicals. This book does not tell you
to imagine yourself on a tropical beach. That’s the
last thing you want when you feel like a lion is
chasing you. Instead, you will learn to ask your inner
mammal what it wants and how you can get it. Each
time you step toward meeting a survival need, you
build the neural pathways that expect your needs to
be met. You don’t have to wait for a perfect world to
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feel good. You can feel good right now. The
exercises in this book help you build a self-soothing
circuit in steps so small that anyone can do it. Once
you learn how it’s done, and how it can help ease
your anxiety, you will learn how to handle situations
in which you feel threatened or anxious.
Understanding the underlying mechanisms will help
you stop them before they get ahead of you.
How much plastic is in the ocean? Where do the
most people live? And what exactly is a mammal?
Flick through this fact-filled series and stuff your
brain with everything you'll ever need to know about
anything!
People care about status despite their best
intentions because our brains are wired this way. But
playing status games can be stressful, anxietyprovoking, and joy-stealing. Learn to rewire your
brain to replace the trap of social comparison with
joy of self-confidence.
Personal Peacefulness examines the existing
theories and knowledge about the peacefulness of
individuals, including inner peace, interpersonal
peacefulness, and peaceful attitudes towards groups
and nations. It uses the term “personal
peacefulness” to refer to the peaceful states,
attitudes, and behaviors of individuals, and it
discusses the phenomena and determinants of
personal peacefulness in the intrapersonal,
interpersonal, and intergroup domains. Also
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addressed is the relationship between personal
peacefulness and well-being, describing various
methods for enhancing the peacefulness of
individuals. Within the framework of a scholarly and
scientific approach to the study of personal
peacefulness, various psychological perspectives
are represented: personality, social, clinical, and
positive psychology perspectives, peacefulness as
nonviolence, attachment theory and the
development of affect regulation, a human needs
theory approach, Buddhist conceptions of
compassion and mindfulness, a natural science
perspective describing physiological foundations for
personal peacefulness, phenomenological
perspectives, and peacefulness as the promotion of
conflict resolution. The book is an important resource
for scholars, researchers, and educators in
psychology, political science and in a variety of other
areas who study and teach topics such as empathy,
prosocial behavior, personality, psychological wellbeing, mental health, personal development, peace
and conflict and conflict resolution.
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